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GPR 12-70E             HIGH TEMPERATURE

AUTOMATIC REFRACTOMETER



Electronic Heating & Cooling, 5°C below ambient to 100°C
Refractive Index 1.33 to 1.70,  Brix Range 0 to 100
Conforms to ASTM D1218, D1747 and D5006
Stores up to 100 test results

Index Instruments have been making high quality, fully 
automatic refractometers since 1980 and brought out the first 
model with electronic temperature control in 1993.  Building on 
that experience, our latest model, the GPR 12-70E is a general 
purpose model, specially designed to measure the refractive 
index (RI) or Brix of samples over a wide range of temperatures 
from about 20ºC upwards and is especially suited to high from about 20ºC upwards and is especially suited to high 
temperature measurements up to 100ºC.

Temperature control is by internal solid state Peltier cells and so 
there is no need for a separate thermocirculator.  Even when the
sample is at 100ºC, the sample cover remains cool to the touch.  
Removing the need for a thermocirculator saves a significant 
amount of bench space, reduces maintenance problems, provides 
a safer system as there are no pipes carrying hot fluids and removes a safer system as there are no pipes carrying hot fluids and removes 
the uncertainty in temperature between the external device and the 
actual sample temperature.

The GPR 12-70E refractometer has Peltier cells located below the
prism and also above the sample presser, ensuring all round
temperature control.  It is essential to control the sample cover as 
well as the prism to obtain accurate, uniform sample temperature
in the widest range of ambient conditions.in the widest range of ambient conditions.

APPLICATIONS
Designed to conform to the strictest requirements of today’s modern 
analytical laboratory, the GPR 12-70E is ideal for any laboratory that 
has stringent analysis regulations in place, whether this is in the oil, 
pharmaceutical, plastics or food industries.  The wide temperature 
range from about 20ºC to 100ºC and the wide RI range from 
1.32 to 1.70, make the GPR 12-70E the best choice for the crude oil 1.32 to 1.70, make the GPR 12-70E the best choice for the crude oil 
and petrochemical industry.  It is also ideal for measuring samples 
such as polymers, jams and preserves, vegetable oils, confectionery 
boiling, glucose, speciality chemicals etc.

FEATURES
The GPR 12-70E is a versatile and robust instrument appropriate
for either the laboratory or factory environment.  A small sample 
volume, about 0.2 to 0.3 ml, is all that is required for accurate volume, about 0.2 to 0.3 ml, is all that is required for accurate 
measurements. The user can select operating modes to suit either 
their research or their daily quality control analysis routines.  The 
refractometer can be optimised for both clear and turbid samples 
such as emulsions.  Set-up functions can be protected against 
unauthorised access or interference.  Data can be output to a printer 
and a computer.  As well as the reading, the time, date, temperature, 
instrument serial number and a sample number can all be recorded.  instrument serial number and a sample number can all be recorded.  
Software (ask for ‘Test Pilot’) is available from Index Instruments to 
interface the output data with spreadsheets or text software on your 
computer to allow you to perform any required calculations and 
storage of data.  The GPR 12-70E also stores up to 100 readings 
within the instrument, allowing you to scroll back to look at your 
previous readings, print any of the readings or download to a 
computer when convenient.  computer when convenient.  A bar code reader is available as an 
optional accessory to add coded data to the GPR 12-70E output.
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